Lory Student Center Governing Board
February 17, 2014

Attendance: Elle, Madi, Anyssa, Jordan, Grant, Nicole, Devlin, Devin, Andrew, Thea, Louis, David, Brandon, Louis, Pat

Agenda Items

Brand Champion
1. Pragmatic
   a. Exemption requests, permits for signage display time length, policy adjustments, allow for flexibility in policy, consider student input for adjustments in policy

2. Ambitious
   a. Creating positive and stimulating environment for students such as the Commons, the governing board retreat for improving strengths, being responsible for the 30,000+ students on campus through representation of the board, board events such as the time capsule and cake, honoring history and engaging present/past LSC affiliates, representatives from each general group in the LSC, keeping the positions of the board filled

3. Engaged
   a. Lunch on us, application process is open and offers diversity, student input for policy and revisions from various view points, Mike, hosting events for the student body, immediate contact with director of the LSC which allows for more effective change, awareness of timelines and updates

4. Innovative
   a. Programs we have created (lunch on us), T-shirt designs, committee work and large-scale discussions, strengths-quest to be done on retreat, problem solving issues from the student center from various viewpoints, reconstruction project input

5. Global
   a. Representatives from various LSC offices, neutral atmosphere set for acceptance and tolerance for diversity, support and mindfully create/maintain policy that establishes acceptance of diversity, individual representative background, consider and seek out feedback from multiple identities

6. Authentic
   a. Cans around the Oval, voice of the policy and changes, set the precedent for effect or change, board made of students that gives a voice for the students, number one advisor’s to Mike, stay true to student identities, department representations, openness and owning our decisions, retention of members highlights board pride

7. Theme
   a. CSU Superheroes – subunits with justice league and avengers
   b. Comic book theme
   c. Climbing a mountain (base camp, summit, etc)
   d. Rivers/bodies of water in CO
   e. Heart of campus and essential organs (living organism)

Retreat is on Saturday February 22 12:00 noon to 3:30 on Sunday February 23!